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By signing this statement of achievement assessors are confirming that all learning outcomes and 
criteria in each unit have been achieved under the specified conditions, and that the evidence 
gathered is authentic. The correct number of credits from the required mandatory and optional units 
must be achieved in order for the qualification to be achieved.

This statement of achievement table must be completed prior to claiming certificates. The overall 
grade will be determined by the total number of points accumulated across each unit. The point 
value for each grade is: Pass = 1, Merit = 2, Distinction = 3.

Mandatory units
VTCT 
unit code

Date 
achieved

Grade 
achieved Points Learner 

signature
Assessor 
initials

IV signature 
(if sampled)

UCO6

Optional units
VTCT 
unit code

Date 
achieved

Grade 
achieved Points Learner 

signature
Assessor 
initials

IV signature 
(if sampled)

Total:

Overall grade
Grade Boundaries
Pass 2-3

Merit 4

Distinction 5-6

Statement of achievement

Overall grade

Grade achieved Date achieved
Learner 
signature

Assessor 
initials

IV signature 
(if sampled)
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T he main purpose of the VTCT Level 2 Award in Hair and Beauty Skills (VRQ) is to 
prepare you to progress to the next level of vocational learning and prepare you for the 
specific job role of a hairdressing or beauty therapy apprentice.   

All the units in this qualification directly prepare you for further study in the hair and 
beauty sector and relate directly to the job role of hairdressing or beauty therapy.

This qualification includes all the required elements to develop your practical hair and beauty skills 
including a mandatory unit in Create an image based on a theme.

You will also have the opportunity to develop your understanding and skills further by selecting 
optional units including: Basic face painting, Basic nail art, eyebrow shaping, Basic skincare, Basic 
photographic make-up, Basic manicure, Basic pedicure, Blow-drying and Finishing hair, Basic 
winding techniques, Shampooing and treating the hair, Basic plaiting and twisting hair, Colouring 
using semi-permanent colour, Basic clipper cutting techniques for men’s hair, Basic cutting 
techniques for women’s hair.

What can I do next?
On completion of this qualification, you will be able to progress to further learning at Level 2 to any 
of the four qualifications listed below:

VTCT Level 2 Extended Award in Hair and Beauty Skills (VRQ)

VTCT Level 2 Certificate in Hair and Beauty Skills (VRQ) 

VTCT Level 2 Extended Certificate in Hair and Beauty Skills (VRQ)

VTCT Level 2 Diploma in Hair and Beauty Skills (VRQ)

Along with progressing  to the above qualifications you will be able to progress to a Level 2 
qualification in hairdressing or beauty therapy as part of an apprenticeship or a full time course, 
some examples of these are;

VTCT Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Hairdressing (QCF)

VTCT Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Barbering (QCF)

VTCT Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Beauty Therapy (QCF)

How will I be assessed?
Your knowledge and understanding in these units will be collected in a portfolio of evidence. 
Guidance for this will come from your assessor. Your assessor may also ask questions to confirm 
your knowledge and understanding.

Your assessor will also observe your practical performance in one assessment.

Your grade will be determined by achievement of assessment criteria and achievement of additional 
performance standards.

About this qualification
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How will I be graded?
You will be awarded a Pass, Merit or Distinction for each unit. A Pass is worth 1 point, a Merit 2 
points and a Distinction 3 points.

Your unit points will be added together to work out your qualification grade.

What units can I study?
To be awarded this qualification you must achieve the one mandatory unit and a minimum of one 
optional unit.

Mandatory units
VTCT 
unit code Unit title

UCO6 Create an image based on a theme
Optional units
VTCT 
unit code Unit title

UCO3 Working in hair and beauty industries
UCO9 Follow health and safety practice in the salon
UCO12 Client and customer skills
UCO15 Create and maintain a retail display area in the salon
UCO16 Promote yourself and prepare for a job interview
UCO18 Promote and sell products and services to clients
UBT2 Basic face painting
UBT5 Basic nail art
UBT6 Eyebrow shaping
UBT9 Basic skincare
UBT18 Basic photographic make-up
UBT12 Basic manicure
UBT15 Basic pedicure
UHB3 Blow dry and finish hair
UHB5 Basic winding techniques
UHB8 Shampoo and treat hair
UHB10 Basic plaiting and twisting hair
UHB12 Colour hair using semi-permanent colour
UHB14 Basic clipper cutting techniques for men’s hair
UHB15 Basic cutting techniques for women’s hair

About this qualification
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Notes and Diagrams
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T hrough this unit you will create a total look 
including hair, make-up and nails based on a 
theme. You will know how to research themes 
for your idea and create an action plan and 

mood board detailing all your ideas for the total look. You 
will have an understanding of why creating a mood board 
is important for developing your final look and you will be 
able to evaluate your finished image.

Level

2
3

Credits

30
Guided Learning Hours (GLH)

Overview
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What you must know & do
How to achieve this unit
On completion of this unit you will:

Learning outcome 1

Know how to create an image based on a theme

a. Describe how to research themes for a themed look

b. Identify the key points in an action plan

c. Explain the purpose of a mood board 

Learning outcome 2

Be able to create an image based on a theme

a. Research themes for an image

b. Prepare yourself and your work area 

c. Create an action plan for the themed image

d. Create a mood board for the themed image

e. Create an image based on a theme

f. Evaluate the image against the original plan and mood board
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What you must learn
This section provides you with guidance on the recommended knowledge and skills required 
to achieve this unit.

Learning outcome 1

Know how to create an image based on a theme

Describe how to 
research themes 
for a themed look

Research: Internet, magazines, trade magazines, books etc. Look for themes 
that inspire you, ensure they are eye-catching and should include images with 
hair, make-up and nails.

Identify the key 
points in an 
action plan

Key points in an action plan:

What actions will take place.

Who will carry out the actions (yourself or client).

When they will take place, and for how long.

What resources are needed.

Communication (who should know what).

Explain the 
purpose of a 
mood board 

Mood board: A vivid description or representation of an overall look. A mood 
board is described as a visual communication method for a target audience. 
It helps to set the scene and acts as a good visual aid used to share thoughts, 
influences and concepts for a project. It is a pictorial point of reference. It is 
used to refer to during the creation of your total look to help with continuity 
and consistency.
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What you must learn
Learning outcome 2

Be able to create an image based on a theme

Research themes 
for an image

You would create an image based on a theme when working on fashion 
shoots, catwalk shows and competitions.

Choose a theme for the design: For example plants, fantasy animals, 
seasonal events, avant-garde wedding, national holidays.

Research: Internet, magazines, trade magazines, books etc.

Prepare yourself 
and your work 
area 

Prepare yourself: Clean ironed uniform, flat closed-in shoes, no jewellery, 
no piercings, hair (neatly tied back, fringe secured), light day make-up, 
personal hygiene and cleanliness (shower/bath, cover cuts, deodorant or 
antiperspirant), good oral hygiene (clean teeth, fresh breath), no false nails, 
clean and short natural nails.

Prepare your work area: Clean and hygienic, good lighting, covering for 
table or trolley, jar with sterilising fluid, tools and equipment in a safe position 
for working.

Prepare products, tools and equipment:

Products – shampoo, conditioner, a variety of styling products e.g. mousse, 
hair spray, heat protection spray, and temporary colour (coloured setting 
lotions, hair chalk, coloured mousse, hair mascara, coloured spray and gels). 
Cleanser, toner, moisturiser, a selection of make-up (foundation, concealer, 
powder, blusher, eye shadows, eyeliners, mascara, lip liner, lipsticks, and lip 
gloss), base coat, top coat, nail varnish, nail jewels and glue, nail art pens.

Tools – hairdryer, a selection of hair brushes (flat, round), a selection of 
combs (straight, tail, wide tooth), straighteners, curling tongs/wavers, heated 
and non-heated rollers, hair grips, hair bands, hair accessories. Facial 
sponges, cotton wool and cotton wool covered orangewood sticks or cotton 
buds, tissues, make-up brushes (blusher brush, foundation brush, lip brush), 
disposable mascara wands, eye shadow applicators, foundation wedges and 
brush cleanser.

Equipment – headband, towel, cape, stool or chair, a trolley/work surface, 
lined bin, bowl, brush, mirror, appropriate PPE e.g. apron, gloves.

Additional equipment – clothing/costume, jewellery, hats, feather boas etc.

Any suitable prop items to create the planned image.
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What you must learn
Create an action 
plan for the 
themed image

An action plan is used when preparing to create an image based on a 
theme, this will: Ensure that you keep to a timed schedule and that you do 
not miss any vital parts of your planned image out. It helps plan the order you 
wish to work in to create your image in an organised manner.

Create a mood 
board for the 
themed image

Mood board: Is an arrangement of images, materials, pieces of text etc. 
intended to provide an overall feel or flow to illustrate the ideas relating to 
your theme and document your research and influences.

Create a mood board displaying your ideas including: Theme, images, 
text describing the reasons for your choice and your inspiration, material 
swatches, make-up ideas and accessories.

Tools: Pictures, magazines, photographs, books, board, glue, scissors, 
drawing pencils, internet, material swatches.

Create an image 
based on a theme

Technical skills:

Plan the order that you wish to use to create your image.

Prepare your client, shampoo their hair if needed, cleanse their skin, file and 
prepare their nails.

Follow your mood board to create the image.

Work in an organised and methodical way.

Keep to the plan.

Evaluate the 
image against the 
original plan and 
mood board

When the final look has been completed, carry out an evaluation of 
your work, include:

Strengths and weaknesses of your design.

Compare the end result of the image to the mood board.

State the changes that you would make if you did it again.

Discuss how you felt about the feedback received from the client 
and assessor.
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What you must learn
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Communication Attention to detailWork skills

To achieve a Pass:
You must achieve all criteria in the What you must know & do sections of this unit

To achieve a Merit:
You must achieve all criteria in the What you must know & do sections of this unit
AND achieve 2 of the 3 additional performance standards. 

To achieve a Distinction:
You must achieve all criteria in the What you must know & do sections of this unit
AND achieve all 3 additional performance standards.

Additional Performance Standards:

Achieving your grade

Achieved      Not achieved      Achieved      Not achieved      Achieved      Not achieved      
Possible examples:

You used an organised 
approach to research 
the theme. 

You arrived ahead of time to 
prepare yourself and your 
work area. 

You arrived for the service 
dressed appropriately and 
well groomed. 

You prepared the work area so 
it is clean and well-ordered.

You maintained a safe work 
area before, during and after  
the assessment.

Possible examples:

You greeted your client by 
introducing yourself.

You spoke clearly and 
confidently in a polite, friendly 
and respectful manner.

You explained clearly the 
planned image with the model.

You listened carefully and 
followed any instructions. 

You ensured that the model 
was comfortable. 

You used positive, open 
body language.

Possible examples:

You prepared a detailed mood 
board and clearly showed your 
ideas for the theme chosen.

You provided evidence 
from a range of at least 
four different resources e.g. 
books, trade magazines, 
websites, newspapers.

You created a total look where 
the hair, make-up and nails 
complemented each other.

You wrote a clear, detailed 
explanation for your 
chosen design.  

You evaluated the image 
against the original plan 
and mood board and 
drew conclusions on your 
own performance.
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Know how to create an image based on a 
theme

Learning outcome 1
Portfolio reference

Achieved all       
a. Describe how to research themes for a themed look

b. Identify the key points in an action plan

c. Explain the purpose of a mood board 

Be able to create an image based on a 
theme

Learning outcome 2
Portfolio reference

Achieved all         

a. Research themes for an image

b. Prepare yourself and your work area 

c. Create an action plan for the themed image

d. Create a mood board for the themed image

e. Create an image based on a theme

f. Evaluate the image against the original plan and mood board

Unit Sign off
Unit grade achieved (tick box)

Pass   Merit   Distinction   

Date

Assessor initials

Learner signature

IQA signature (if sampled)

What you must know & do
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Notes and Diagrams


